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Every union working man in the United States who thinks honestly, prepare to be arrested! Get ready to go to jail! The White Terror has begun! YOU are on the list of Mitchell Palmer, who seeks to kill ideas by smashing them! The struggle is on in all its filthy aspect! Whether you like it or no, if you have used your mind for its God-given purpose, you are going to feel the crushing blows of the Wall Street crew.

Mitchell Palmer is obeying his masters. The Kept Press openly boasts that the bankers and Big Business owners of this land of ours have been working on the plan for months. In Chicago, they spent $40,000 just for the names of the alleged “Reds.”

The blow falls first on the Communists! Next it will be the Socialists! Then the workers who believe in their union cards! There is no escape! The infamous gang that has stolen possession of the finest land God ever created has so decreed.

You, who stand by in the belief that you will not be molested, are either not thinking yet, or you are using the ready-made brand of thought handed out to you by your economic masters. But you will begin to think honestly, and then you will be jailed!

For be it known that the high financial pirates of the world have decided that for their own safety they must get rid of the worker who thinks honestly. Because when a man begins to think that way, he begins to see what their greed and thievery has done for this world.

These agents of Big Business who are pulling off these raids are Republicans and Democrats. Don’t forget that. And remember there is still the ballot box.